TERRE ROUGE
CATERING
DELIVERING EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCES

Terre Rouge employs a team of passionate experts who stand by the
restaurant's values of quality, innovation, and integrity, ensuring a
contemporary French menu for all catering services.

THE PERFECT EVENT
Skilled in the delivery of catering for events of all types including
weddings, engagement parties, birthdays and corporate functions,
Terre Rouge Catering has the flexibility to customise menus for any
occassion from an intimate dinner at your home to a cocktail party in
the restaurant or a wedding at your preferred venue.

AT YOUR PLACE
Wherever you want your party or event to take place, we can cater to
the style, and service to impress your guests.

FOR ANY OCCASION
With a well-earned reputation for consistently delivering excellent
quality food, we have an unyielding commitment to service and
innovation.
We are a highly experienced operator able to cater for any event or
corporate catering requirements in office or off-site in venues
including:
Weddings and bridal showers
Milestone celebrations
Lunch – working or formal
Boardroom
Cocktail events
Holiday parties
Clients:

CUSTOM MENUS UTILIZING FRESH INGREDIENTS
Terre Rouge Catering offers a superb range of tailored menus
featuring the finest produce, executed by professionally trained chefs
who provide guests with contemporary, innovative fare.
Menus change with the seasons and work for any style of event from
a boardroom lunch to a wedding feast, a corporate cocktail to a
private function. A
Executive Chef, Forrest Liu shares a vision and commitment to the
principles that define Terre Rouge dining: gourmet, local, and fresh.
Forrest and the chefs at Terre Rouge Catering care about ingredients
– where they come from and how they are farmed, working with
suppliers who produce ethically across Canada.
Ask about our sample menus.

THANK YOU!
FOR CATERING INQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT:
Info@terrerougetoronto.com
WWW.TERREROUGETORONTO.COM
905 597 5668
162 ENTERPRISE BOULEVARD
UNIOVILLE, ON L6G 0A2

